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Abstract-- The physics program of any next step tokamak
such as FIRE sets demands for plasma measurement which
are at least as comprehensive as on present tokamaks, with
the additional capabilities needed for control of the plasma
and for understanding the effects of the alpha-particles. The
diagnostic instrumentation must be able to provide the fine
spatial and temporal resolution required for the advanced
tokamak plasma scenarios. It must also be able to overcome
the effects of neutron- and gamma-induced electrical noise in
ceramic components or detectors, and fluorescence and
absorption in optical components. There are practical
engineering issues of minimizing radiation streaming while
providing essential diagnostic access to the plasma. Many
diagnostics will require components at or close to the first
wall, e.g. ceramics and MI cable for magnetic diagnostics
and mirrors for optical diagnostics; these components must
be mounted to operate, and survive, in fluxes which require
special material selection. A better set of diagnostics of
alpha-particles than that available for TFTR is essential; it
must be qualified well before moving into D-T experiments. A
start has been made to assessing the potential
implementation of key diagnostics for the FIRE device. The
present status is described.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE success of any new next step burning plasma device
will depend on the ability to control and understand the

plasma behavior and to provide a sound basis for the design
of a possible fusion reactor. This ability is crucially
dependent on the measurement capability of a wide range of
plasma diagnostics, whose measurements will be fed
immediately back into controlling the plasma or very
quickly into analysis codes. The measurement capability
must enable the physics mission of the device [1] to be
met, which will require, at least, the same quality of data as
in the best present-day devices [2] [3], and new information
about the alpha-particles, the new heating source. Very high
quality, and reliable, information on many plasma
parameters, e.g. the electron density and temperature
profiles, will be necessary to permit operation in advanced
tokamak modes. But a notable new aspect is that these
measurements must be made in a very harsh radiation
environment.
Three major physics aspects must be explored to move
forward from our present understanding. a) Burning plasma
physics where the new regime of fusion-dominated plasmas
must be explored and understood; b) Advanced toroidal
physics, coupled with the alpha-particle heating, to allow
progress toward relatively small reactors, and c) Boundary
physics where the coupling between the core and edge
plasmas when very high heat fluxes must be withstood by
the material walls.
The measurement requirements of ITER have been
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considered carefully and considerable effort has been spent
on evaluating diagnostics for carrying out these
measurements and, in many cases, making detailed designs
of the diagnostic interfaces with the tokamak and its
shielding [4], [5]. Table 1 shows proposed specifications
for a few of the fifty or so measurements necessary for
FIRE - these numbers are relatively similar to those
proposed for ITER. Because of its smaller size than ITER,
and the planned higher fields and densities, it may be
harder to meet the requirements for FIRE. A large number
of these measurements will be in aspects of control; these
are anticipated to be control of plasma shape and position,
control of kinetic plasma profiles in the core, control of the
current profile and rotation, control of fueling and
optimizing the plasma interaction with the divertor.
Having established the measurement requirements, the
individual diagnostic instruments which might be used to
make the measurements have to be considered. Often a
number of different techniques must be used for one
measurement because of differences in spatial resolution or
time resolution, or in the dynamic range over which they
can operate. Also, in exploring new plasmas, with new
regimes of plasma parameters, it is important to have
comparison capability between two techniques dependent
on different physics. In a paper of this length it is not
possible to list the complete set of diagnostics being
considered. For example, measurement of electron density
might be measured by laser Thomson scattering or by
interferometry or polarimetry of waves in the far infra-red in
the core, by mm-wave reflectometry at the transport
boundary near the edge, by probes in the scrape-off region
and close to the divertor plates, and by Thomson scattering
or interferometry near the X-point and along the plasma leg
between the X-point and the divertor strike point.
Section II is a short introduction to the impact of radiation
on diagnostics. Section III addresses some issues of
integration of diagnostics with the vacuum vessel, and its
shielding and internal hardware. Section IV provides a short
introduction to the status of alpha-particle diagnostic
techniques, whose improvement is a major need in the
Research and Development (R&D) needs described in
section V.
Descriptions of the FIRE mission and device can be found
in reference [1] with details of the first-wall and plasma
facing components described in reference [6].

II. RADIATION IMPACT ON DIAGNOSTICS

The design of diagnostic systems on a next step device like
FIRE must be incorporated into the design of the tokamak
itself. Apart from the obvious need to close the vacuum   
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TABLE 1
Sample Measurement Requirements Proposed for FIRE

PARAMETER PARAMETER RANGE SPATIAL
RESOLUTION

TIME
RESOLUTION

ACCURACY

Plasma current 0.1 - 8.0 MA Not applicable 1 ms 1% (Ip>1 MA)
Total neutron flux 1x1014 - 2x1020 ns-1 Integral 1 ms 10%
Neutron &
a-particle source

1x1014 - 4x1018 ns-1m-3 a/10 1 ms 10%

Divertor surface
temperature

200 - 2500°C 1 cm 2 ms 10%

Core electron
temperature

0.5 - 30 keV a/30 10 ms 10%

Edge electron density (0.05 - 10) x1020 m-3 0.5 cm 10 ms 5%
Radiation profile in
main plasma

0.01 - 1 MW m-3 a/15 10 ms 20%

Radiation profile in
divertor

≤100 MW m-3 5 cm 10 ms 30%

boundary with windows and electrical feedthroughs,
diagnostics need clear lines of sight through shielding.
Magnetic loops must be placed close to the plasma.  To
prevent streaming of the radiation through the apertures
forming the sightlines, labyrinthine paths with mirrors are
required.  In some cases, such as for 14 MeV neutrons to be
measured to provide plasma measurement, straight-through
apertures must be made as small as possible.
Table 2 shows some of the radiation levels in FIRE which
are most applicable to diagnostics [7]. Usually the prompt
flux levels will be most significant because the noise effects
on signals are much more important than lifetime damage
effects for FIRE. The lifetime dose levels are calculated for
the full 5 TJ DT and 0.5TJ DD neutron emission within its
plan. Readily damaged components such as photodiodes
and viton will only be used in well-shielded locations.
The magnetic diagnostics, mounted close to the first wall,
are most prone to radiation impact. For the flux levels at

TABLE 2
Radiation Environment at some FIRE Locations

200 MW DT Pulses
Total Neutron

Flux
(n/cm2s)

Si -Dose
Rate

(Gy/s)

Total
Cumulative

Lifetime Dose
(Gy)

First Wall
(Inboard Midplane)

1.54x1015 1.17x104 3.09x108

Behind Tiles
(Inboard Midplane)

1.26x1015 7.72x103 2.08x108

Behind TF Coils
(Outboard
Midplane)

9.52x108 1.2x10-3 31.1

Behind 1.1 m Port
Plug (Outboard
Midplane)

1.01x108 6x10-4 15.1

Behind TF Coils at
Top/Bottom

2.50x1010 6.2x10-2 1.63x103

the first wall, radiation induced conductivity (RIC)
increases the conductivity by over seven orders of
magnitude in alumina ceramics. Careful selection of the
insulator material will be necessary to maintain the signal
integrity. Voltages can occur in the MI (mineral-insulated)
cables used to transmit induced voltages from the coils to
the vacuum feedthroughs, a problem which is being
extensively investigated for ITER [8]. Long-term
degradation effects are not likely to be serious, but it may
be necessary to take precautions in design to limit the
effect of nuclear heating during the pulse.
Radiation also intrudes on measurement quality through
its effects in optical components. These are usually most
manifest in fiber-optics because of their extended length so
that transient absorption and luminescence can be
significant for the low-light-level signals common to
plasma diagnostics for either imaging or spectroscopic
purposes. These effects were already apparent in TFTR
where, in addition, studies were carried out directly on
fibers [9]. An example is shown in fig. 1 where shielded
quartz fibers run close to the outside wall of the TFTR
vacuum vessel before turning away toward the detector area
[10]. The flux levels close to the vessel are comparable to
those expected at FIRE outside the shield plugs. The
picture shows the imaged picture of the alpha-particles
hitting a scintillating phosphor in a detector at the edge of
the plasma. The detector is imaged onto a fiber bundle just
outside the vacuum window. The peaked signal is that
from the alpha-particles, while the pedestal is that caused
in the fibers by the D-T neutrons and scattered gammas.
For other spectroscopic diagnostics, a complex corrective
set of dummy fibers to allow quantification of the induced
absorption, as well as of the luminescence, were used [9].
Such systems will be required for FIRE, although new
fibers with low-OH and fluorine additions are under study
within the ITER research program [8]. Even with new
developments it is very unlikely that the fibers will be able
to give good quality data in much higher fluxes so that
reflecting optics will be necessary to get light signals out
to a reasonably low-level flux region. For the penetrations,
difficult compromises between light throughput and
streaming will have to be worked out during the design.
Another complication arises with this type of arrangement



Fig 1.  The image of the scintillator in the lost-alpha-particle diagnostic
in TFTR showing the pattern of deposition on the ~ 1 cm square
scintillator.  The image is focused onto the end of a coherent quartz
fiber bundle.  The plateau level of light is fluorescence, possible
modified by some absorption, caused by the 14 MeV neutron flux and
associated scattered gammas close to the TFTR vacuum vessel.

in that good reflecting surfaces will have to be placed close
to the plasma. Sputtering of the reflecting surface by neutral
particles from the plasma has been shown to be a concern
and it is being investigated for ITER [11].

III. INTEGRATION ISSUES

There are four generic issues for diagnostic integration onto
FIRE which must be addressed during the design of the
tokamak. These are:

i) Developing shield plugs, allowing diagnostic
instrument access, for the large radial ports [1]. These
plugs have to prevent radiation streaming and so
preserve the working environment in the torus hall. Of
the sixteen ports only four are presently assigned to
heating systems, so that there should be adequate space
for the diagnostics.
ii) Diagnostic sightlines into the divertor plasma
regions, and views of the divertor contact regions, are
required from the upper and lower outer ports. These
ports are partially occupied by cooling-water pipes and
every second port has vacuum pumps preventing access.
There is a gap of ~ 5 cm between the divertor plates and
the passive tiles which will allow some viewing at the
alternate ports. Sightlines across the divertor plasmas
will require removal of one column of the tungsten
brushes in the divertor to leave a slit ~3 cm wide.

iii) Space must be made available to fit magnetic field
measuring diagnostics between the first wall tiles and
the vacuum vessel. The diagnostics consist of some
continuous coils both in the toroidal and the poloidal
directions and also some small coils for measuring
plasma position and magnetic fluctuations. All of these
must have cables, probably MI cable, involved in their
construction and for connecting them to feedthroughs at
ports. The dimensions of these coils will be several tens
of millimeters in cross-section to allow for the
additional constraints set by RIC, and potential eddy

currents in the first-wall components. The dimensions
are smaller than on typical devices such as TFTR.  Fig.
2 shows the design of the in-vessel hardware at the
inside mid-plane location of the FIRE tokamak [1].
While grooving of some material is being studied, the
integration of the magnetic diagnostics in this region
provides significant challenges.

iv) The understanding of the plasma behavior in
tokamaks depends, in large part, on spectroscopic
diagnostics, with good spatial distribution, making use
of a neutral beam to provide neutral particles near the
core of the plasma. These measurements include the ion
temperature profile, current density profile, plasma
rotation, a technique for studying turbulence, and, for D-
T plasmas, helium concentration, profile of slowing-
down alpha-particle density and fueling ratios. No
alternate methods for providing these key measurements
have been found. Hence a neutral beam for diagnostic
use is essential. A short pulse, very high-intensity beam
[12] is necessary to provide penetration into the high-
density FIRE plasmas without disturbing the plasma. It
will require a large penetration at one of the ports.

IV. DIAGNOSTICS FOR ALPHA-PARTICLES

For plasmas with Q≥5, the alpha-particles will dominate
the heating of the plasma. They will also provide free
energy for driving instabilities. The first physics studies of
the alpha-particles and their effects on their host plasma
were carried out on TFTR [3], [10]. Some of the effects of
alpha-particles on stability can be simulated with fast ions
created by RF heating but the definitive program of study
is part of the FIRE mission. Hence a full measurement
capability for the alpha-particles and associated instabilities
is necessary. Unfortunately many diagnostics are needed to
fully characterize these particles.
Escaping alpha-particles can be measured by scintillators,
as in fig. 1, or Faraday cups [13]. Both techniques need
considerable development before being applicable in FIRE.
Total energy loss can be obtained by infra-red imaging of
the outer wall.

 Fig 2. Design of the inner-wall hardware for FIRE showing the
plasma-facing tiles and structural and cooling system [1].  No slots
are shown for magnetic diagnostics.



Various techniques have beenapplied for measuring the
confined alpha-particles, but these also need major
development before application is possible for FIRE.

a) Collective Thomson scattering has been used
successfully for studying fast-ion redistribution on
TEXTOR using ICRF-heated ions [14]. The high
magnetic field and high density of FIRE requires that
this scattering should be done in the far-infra-red, a
spectral region needing development.
b) Charge exchange spectroscopy measuring the high
wavelength tail of a neutral helium spectral line was
used on TFTR to measure particles with energy  ≤700
keV [10]. It requires a neutral beam and good
background discrimination.
c) Analysis of the neutral helium atoms which have
exchanged charge with the dense neutral cloud created
by a lithium pellet injected into the plasma [10]. This
technique gives resolution in space and energy.
Development of penetrating, repetitive pellet injection
is needed.
d) Measurement of the high energy tail of the neutron
spectra caused by alpha-particles colliding with the
fuel ions and accelerating them so that the fusion-
product neutrons are at relatively high energy. Bubble
chambers [15] and spectroscopy [16] have been tried
for this technique but significant development is
required to achieve temporal and spatial resolution.

Very good diagnostics for measurement of turbulence
potentially associated with the alpha-particles are essential.
Good high-frequency magnetic coils and reflectometry are
strong candidate methods.

 V. R&D REQUIREMENTS

The rigors of burning plasma experiments lead to requiring
a number of technological improvements for plasma
diagnostics.  These range from developing high reliability
for both physics and control reasons to being able to
tolerate radiation effects during the burn period. An
effective program of R&D was carried out for ITER [8],
but there are still significant needs prior to operation of
FIRE. The program will be coordinated with ITER
colleagues. Alpha particle diagnostics must be brought to a
much more mature level for FIRE than for TFTR.
Participation by the U.S. with such diagnostics in the
second D-T program on JET must be encouraged.
A key technological development is that of a focused,
high-power, short-pulse neutral beam. An ~ 125 keV/amu
beam at 1x106 Am-2 in a cross-section of 0.2 m x 0.2 m at
the plasma edge for 1 µsec at 30 Hz repetition rate would
be ideal. A high-speed repetitive impurity pellet injector
should also be developed.
Radiation issues are going to be significant and assuring
that RIC in insulators is tolerable and other effects such as
induced voltages or fluorescence do not preclude
measurement is paramount. Mundane developments such
as new electrical connector techniques in vacuum for
reliability and work with remote-handling tools must be
carried out.

SUMMARY AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Over forty different plasma and first wall measurements are

considered necessary to carry out the FIRE science program,
and so show a clear route toward a fusion reactor. A
preliminary layout of the associated diagnostics equipment
on the tokamak has been made. Much detailed design work
remains to determine whether the equipment can be
accommodated while maintaining the device integrity and
to show whether instrumental performance can meet the
specifications.  This paper has shown some of the
challenges created by the need to study science on a
compact burning plasma device.
The author owes a debt of thanks to Dale Meade and the
FIRE team with whom he has been working.
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